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Introduction 

The right choice of the experimental design is an important prerequisite for a successful 

microarray study. Unlike Affymetrix, the Agilent microarray platform allows to choose 

between two different modes of hybridization, i.e. Single-Color or Dual-Color.  

Both “color modes” have particular characteristics that should be considered before taking a 

final decision. 

In this manual, advantages and disadvantages of both color modes are briefly discussed and 

examples of appropriate study designs are presented.
*
 
**

 

                                                 
*
 Please note that all exemplarily depicted designs refer to just one loaded microarray slide, containing 4 

microarrays. Thus, most of these designs are primarily suited for an initial pilot experiment rather than 

supporting a comprehensive study and meeting stringent statistical demands. 

 
**
 For further information beyond the scope of this manual we recommend: Patterson et al. (2006), 

“Performance comparison of one-color and two-color platforms within the MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC) 

project”. 



Characteristics of the Dual-Color mode  

The underlying methodical concept is a co-hybridization of two differently labeled RNA 

samples to one microarray. One of the samples to be compared is labeled with Cy3 or 

Alexa555 (green channel) while the other is labeled with Cy5 or Alexa647 (red channel). 

Differential mRNA expression is deduced from differences in fluorescence intensities 

between both channels, measured at the identical position (feature / spot) of one and the 

same microarray. 

 

Advantages of the Dual-Color mode  

• Dual-Color results provided in our standard excel file formats are a bit more clearly 

arranged as compared to Single-Color results. 

 

• Informative p-values, calculated by Agilent’s Feature Extraction software, indicate the 

probability that the measured difference in intensities reflects a true difference in 

abundance of the two competing labeled RNA species. By default, these p-values are 

only available in the Dual-Color mode. 

 

• Dual-Color derived ratios are more robust against moderate hybridization artifacts 

and thus less prone to false-positive results. This is, because the most frequently 

occurring hybridization artifacts tend to affect both color channels similarly. 

Therefore, the resulting detraction is often minimized/equalized after calculating 

ratios of intensities of the two channels. 

 

• In the case of a common-reference design (Figure 3), locally restricted impairments in 

the hybridization performance can be recognized by an “abnormal behavior” of the 

intensities of the common-reference sample. 

 

• In some cases, the dual-color approach is more reliable in detecting small intensity 

differences; however, there are also exceptions to this rule. 

 



• Depending on the underlying biological study design and the experimenter’s 

objective, the dual-color approach might be advantageous regarding the overall 

costs, especially if the study should primarily serve as a pilot or screening approach. 

 

Disadvantages of the Dual-Color mode  

• The ratio values are compressed, i.e. a 10-fold change in real ends in a fold change of 

about 6.5, indicated by the microarray results. However, this effect is largely 

balanced regarding both labeling directions, i.e. green/red and red/green ratios, and 

throughout the whole intensity (and ratio) range. 

 

• Cy dyes slightly influence each other. Dyes have, for example, particular similarities, 

i.e. “red-labeled” samples are slightly more similar among each other as compared to 

“green-labeled” samples (and vice versa). This leads to a slight bias due to these 

individual dye properties. Anyhow, most of the resulting systematic impairments can 

be estimated by a “self-self hybridization” (see Figure 4) or can be partly equalized by 

a dye-swap design (see Figure 2). 

 

• The Dual-Color design is less flexible to future extensions of the study (e.g. depending 

on the permanent availability of the generated batch of a fluorescently-labeled 

common reference sample; see Figure 3) . 

 

Conclusion 

The dual-color mode is recommended for cost-efficient screening approaches and 

preliminary experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dual-Color designs 

 

Figure 1: Dual-Color design#1:  

8 different samples on a single slide. 

 

 

Figure 2: Dual-Color design#2:  

4 different samples on a slide including two replicates per sample and a dye-swap. 

 



 

Figure 3: Dual-Color design#3:  

5 (1+4) different samples on a slide including a common reference sample. 

 

 

Figure 4: Dual-Color design#4:  

4 (1+3) different samples on a slide including a common reference and a self-self-hybridization. 

 



 

Figure 5: Dual-Color design#5:  

2 (1+1) different samples on a slide with 4 replicates per sample and a balanced dye-swap design. 

 

Characteristics of the Single-Color mode 

The underlying methodical concept is a hybridization of one labeled RNA sample (labeled 

with Cy3 or Alexa555; green channel) to one microarray. Differential mRNA expression is 

deduced from differences in fluorescence intensity comparing a particular scanned region 

(feature/spot) of one microarray with the same region of one (or several) other 

microarray(s). 

 

Advantages of the Single-Color mode  

• The experimental design is quite simple: one sample – one microarray – one data set. 

 

• A study can be easily extended by subsequently generated samples that shall be 

analyzed in the context of already existing data. 

 

• There is no need to take dye biases into account while defining the study design. 

 

• A big advantage of the single-color mode is the “equivalence” of all samples to be 

compared. Every single sample can be compared with every other sample under 



exactly the same consistent accuracy. The deduced pairwise comparisons again can 

be compared with each other, i.e. “ratios of ratios”. 

 

• Some analyses perform optimal just with single-color data such as (intensity-based) 

clustering and principal component analysis. 

 

• There is no compression of ratio values as evident as with dual-color data. Single-

Color designs are more appropriate to quantify absolute differences in mRNA 

abundance. 

 

 

Disadvantages of the Single-Color mode  

• Based on our experience with the Agilent microarray platform, slight impairments in 

hybridization performance generally occur sporadically, rather than systematically 

(this means: different regions and spots are adversely affected on different 

microarrays). Unlike in the dual-color mode, these inaccuracies are not equalized 

when ratios are generated. Thus, misinterpretations can result (false positively 

regulated candidates), especially in cases when i) only one probe per mRNA is 

present on the array, or ii) the number of analyzed samples (arrays) per condition is 

restricted to n=1. However, in the majority of cases, technical impairments should be 

indicated by the flag entries provided. 

 

• The provided standard result file format might be a bit less clearly arranged than in 

case of a dual-color design.  

 

• A p-value is not provided in our standard result table. 

 

Conclusion 

The single-color platform is recommended for large microarray studies and/or in cases in 

which comprehensive data analyses are planned.  



 

Single-Color designs 

 

Figure 6: Single-Color design#1:  

4 different samples on a slide. 

 

 

Figure 7: Single-Color design#2:  

2 different samples on a slide including 2 replicates. 
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